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Abstract

This review of e-assessment takes a broad definition, including any use of a computer in assessment, whilst focusing on computer-marked assessment. Drivers include increased variety of assessed tasks and the provision of instantaneous feedback, as well as increased objectivity and resource saving. From the early use of multiple-choice questions and machine-readable forms, computer-marked assessment has developed to encompass sophisticated online systems, which may incorporate interoperability and be used in students' own homes. Systems have been developed by universities, companies and as part of virtual learning environments.

Some of the disadvantages of selected-response question types can be alleviated by techniques such as confidence-based marking. The use of electronic response systems (‘clickers’) in classrooms can be effective, especially when coupled with peer discussion. Student authoring of questions can also encourage dialogue around learning.

More sophisticated computer-marked assessment systems have enabled mathematical questions to be broken down into steps and have provided targeted and increasing feedback. Systems that use computer algebra and provide answer matching for short-answer questions are discussed.

Computer-adaptive tests use a student's response to previous questions to alter the subsequent form of the test. More generally, e-assessment includes the use of peer-assessment and assessed e-portfolios, blogs, wikis and forums.

Predictions for the future include the use of e-assessment in MOOCs (massive open online courses); the use of learning analytics; a blurring of the boundaries between teaching, assessment and learning; and the use of e-assessment to free
human markers to assess what they can assess more authentically.
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**Introduction**

E-assessment, according to its widest definition (JISC 2006), includes any use of a computer as part of any assessment-related activity, be that summative, formative or diagnostic. So its scope includes the online submission of an assignment for marking by a human, the assessment of an e-portfolio or reflective blog, feedback delivered by audio files recorded on a computer and, most commonly, online computer-marked quizzes. Other terms with similar meaning include technology-enhanced or technology-enabled assessment and computer-assisted or computer-aided assessment.

Some of the recent reviews of e-assessment literature (e.g. Conole & Warburton 2005, Dikli 2006, Hepplestone et al. 2011, JISC 2009, Kay & LeSage 2009, Nicol 2008, Ridgway et al. 2004, Ripley 2007, Stödberg 2012) have focused on a subset of technology-enhanced assessment or feedback. This review is deliberately broad, although its main focus is on computer-marked assessment. Even this is a huge field, so the review is of necessity selective, mentioning only a few of the hundreds of papers referring to particular technologies (e.g. electronic voting systems or ‘clickers’). It has not been possible to mention all e-assessment systems (for a more comprehensive list, see Crisp et al. 2007) pp69–74 are given as exemplars. Where choices have been made as to which systems and papers to include, those that have been developed, used and/or evaluated in the context of physical science or related disciplines have been favoured.

**Drivers and development**

“Effective assessment and feedback can be defined as practice that equips learners to study and perform to their best advantage in the complex disciplinary fields of their choice, and to progress with confidence and skill as lifelong learners, without adding to the assessment burden on academic staff. Technology . . . offers considerable potential for the achievement of these aims.”

(JISC 2010, p8)

E-assessment is a natural partner to e-learning (Mackenzie 2003) offering alignment of teaching and assessment methods (Ashton & Thomas 2006, Gipps 2005). It offers increased variety and authenticity in the design of assignments and, for example by means of e-portfolios, simulations and interactive games, it enables the assessment of skills that are not easily assessed by other means (JISC 2010).

Even the simplest of multiple-choice quizzes can enable students to check their understanding of a wide range of topics, whenever and wherever they choose to do so (Bull & McKenna 2004). Students thus have repeated opportunities for practice (Bull & Danson 2004), sometimes with different variants of the questions (Jordan 2011). Feedback can be provided instantaneously and can be tailored to particular misunderstandings, with reference to relevant module materials (Jordan & Butcher 2010). This provides, even for students who are studying at a distance, a virtual ‘tutor at the student’s elbow’ (Ross et al. 2006). E-assessment allows students to make mistakes in private (Miller 2008) and the feedback is perceived to be impersonal (Earley 1988) and non-judgemental (Beever et al. 2010).

Regular online tests have been shown to improve performance on an end of year examination (Angus & Watson 2009). Online assessment can engage and motivate students (Grebenik & Rust 2002, Jordan 2011) and help them to pace their study. Students can use the online assignments to check their understanding and so to target future study, but the mere act of taking tests has been shown to improve subsequent performance more than additional study of the material, even when tests are given without feedback. This is the so-called testing effect and research in this area is reviewed in Roediger & Karpicke (2006).

E-assessment thus has much to offer in terms of improving the student learning experience. However, it is interesting to note that the term ‘objective questions’, used to describe multiple-choice questions in particular, reflects the fact that the early use of multiple-choice came from a desire to make assessment more objective. The earliest multiple-choice tests were probably E.L. Thorndike’s Alpha and Beta Tests, used to assess recruits for service in the US Army in the First World War (Mathews 2006). However, multiple-choice testing as an educational tool gained in popularity during the 20th Century as researchers became more aware of the limitations of essays (D.R. Bacon 2003). Ashburn (1938) noted a worrying variation in the grading of essays by different markers, an oft-repeated finding (e.g. Millar 2005). Human markers are inherently inconsistent and can also be influenced by their expectations of individual students (Orrell 2008). Multiple-choice questions bring objectivity whilst computer-marking brings a
consistency that can never be assured between markers or, over time, for the same human marker (Bull & McKenna 2004, Butcher & Jordan 2010).

Alongside increased reliability, computer-marked assessment can bring savings of time and resources (Dermo 2007), although writing high-quality questions should not be seen as a trivial task (Bull & McKenna 2000). Computer-marking is particularly useful for large class sizes (Whitelock & Brasher 2006) and it can add value and enable practitioners to make more productive use of their time (JISC 2010).

During the 20th century, large-scale multiple-choice tests were administered by means of machine-readable forms of the type shown in Figure 1, on which students indicated their selected answer to each question. These systems (which are still in use) enabled objectivity and resource saving, but the advantages of immediacy of feedback and student engagement were not yet present. Other question types existed, but at the time of Brown et al.'s (1999) review of practice in higher education, e-assessment was essentially synonymous with ‘multiple-choice’, with the authors concluding that assignments simply converted from paper to screen usually proved inadequate.

Since around 1980, there has been a rapid growth in the number and sophistication of systems. For example, TRIADS (Tripartite Assessment Delivery System) (Mackenzie 1999, TRIADS 2013), originated at the University of Derby and has been in constant development and use since 1992. TRIADS deliberately includes a wide variety of different question types to facilitate the testing of higher-order skills.

The STOMP (Software Teaching of Modular Physics) assessment system has been in development since 1995 (R.A. Bacon 2003). The latest version of STOMP (Bacon 2011) is a direct implementation of the QTI v2.1 specification, where the QTI (Question and Test Interoperability) specification is designed to enable the exchange of item, test and results data between authoring tools, item banks and assessment delivery systems etc. (IMS Global Learning Consortium 2013).

Also in the 1990s, there was growing concern about the mathematical preparedness of undergraduate students of physics and engineering, which led to the DIAGNOSYS diagnostic test (Appleby et al. 1997, Appleby 2007). DIAGNOSYS assumes a hierarchy of skills and employs an expert system to decide which question to ask next on the basis of a student’s answers to previous questions. DIAGNOSYS is thus an early example of an adaptive test.

Around the turn of the century there was a move towards the online delivery of computer-marked assessment, using the internet to reach remote locations. At the UK Open University, interactive questions had been developed for a module that was first presented to students in 1997, using a precursor to the OpenMark system, but these questions were initially sent to students on a CD-ROM. It was not until 2002 that there was adequate confidence that students, studying in their own homes, would have sufficiently robust access to the internet to use the questions online (Jordan et al. 2003, Ross et al. 2006). Online delivery enables responses and scores to be recorded on servers at the Open University’s headquarters in Milton Keynes. Reliable internet access also enables tutor-marked assignments to be submitted and returned electronically (Freake 2008, Jordan 2011), thus eliminating any delays caused by the postal system.

In the commercial sector, the company Questionmark (originally ‘Question Mark’) was founded in 1988. Question Mark for Web (launched in 1995) is believed to have been the world’s first commercial web-based testing product. QuestionMark Professional was launched in 1993 and gradually superseded by Questionmark Perception (Kleeman 2013).

As more and more learning took place online, universities and other organisations started to use virtual learning environments (VLEs), also known as learning management systems. Most VLEs incorporate their own assessment systems. For example, the Moodle learning management system (Moodle 2013) was first released in 2002 and its quiz system has been in constant development since its first release in 2003 (Hunt 2012). Moodle and its assessment system are open source, reflecting a profound change in philosophy that...
has also influenced the development of e-assessment tools.

**The current computer-marked assessment landscape**

**Selected response or constructed response?**

Hunt (2012) identifies about thirty different question types available within Moodle. The range of question types (e.g. ‘drag-and-drop’, ‘calculated’, ‘numerical’, ‘true-false’) adds variety, but Hunt’s ad hoc survey of more than 50,000,000 questions from around 2,500 Moodle sites found that about 90% of the questions in use were selected-response questions, i.e. question types such as multiple-choice or drag-and-drop where options are presented for a student to select, in contrast to ‘constructed-response’ where students construct their own response.

The literature is littered with apparently contradictory evidence regarding the pros and cons of selected-response and constructed-response questions. Selected-response can assess a large breadth of knowledge (Betts et al. 2009, Ferrao 2010) whereas a test comprising constructed-response questions is likely to be more selective in its coverage. Use of selected-response questions also avoids issues of data-entry, particularly problematic in constructed-response questions when symbolic notation is required, for example in mathematics (Beevers & Paterson 2003, Jordan et al. 2003, Ross et al. 2006, Sangwin 2013).

In addition, selected-response questions avoid issues with incomplete or inaccurate answer-matching. Occasional constructed-response answers may be incorrectly marked (Butcher & Jordan 2010). Gill & Greenhow (2008) report the worrying finding that students who had learned to omit units from their answers because these were not requested or could not be recognised by the assessment system, continued to omit units thereafter.

Conole & Warburton (2005) discuss the difficulty of using selected-response questions to assess higher order learning outcomes, though some have tried (e.g. Gwinnett & Cassella 2011). Furthermore, in some multiple-choice questions, the correct option can be selected by working back from the options, so the question is not assessing the learning outcome that it claims to be assessing. For example, a question that asks students to integrate a function can be answered by differentiating each of the options provided, they are given an early indication that there is likely to be something wrong with their answer (Bridgeman 1992). Even when testing the well-established force-concept inventory (first reported in Hestenes et al. 1992), Rebello & Zollman (2004) found that in equivalent open-ended tests, students gave answers that were not provided in the selected-response test.

Students may guess answers to selected-response questions, so their teacher has no way of telling what the student really understands (Crisp 2007). Downing (2003) is unconcerned about the impact of guessing on score, pointing out that it would be very difficult for a student to pass a whole assignment by guesswork alone. However, Burton (2005) points out that a successful guess has the potential to make a significant difference to the outcome for a borderline student.

Funk & Dickson (2011) used exactly the same questions in multiple-choice and short-answer free-text response format. Fifty students attempted both versions of each question, with half the students completing a 10 question short-answer pre-test before a 50 question multiple-choice exam and half the students completing the 10 short-answer questions as a post-test after the multiple-choice exam. In each case the performance on multiple-choice items was significantly higher \( p < 0.001 \) than performance on the same items in the short-answer test. However, Ferrao (2010) found high correlation between scores on a multiple-choice and an open-ended test. Others have suggested that selected-response questions advantage particular groups of students, especially those who are more strategic or willing to take a risk (Hoffman 1967). Different gender biases have been reported, for example by Gipps & Murphy (1994) who found that 15-year old girls disliked multiple-choice questions whereas 15-year old boys preferred them to free-response types of assessment. Kuechler & Simkin (2003) found that students for whom English was a second language sometimes had difficulty dissecting the wording nuances of multiple-choice questions.


Perhaps the most damming indictments of selected-response questions are those that query their authenticity. In commenting on the widespread use of multiple-choice questions in medical schools, Mitchell et al. (2003) quote Veloski et al. (1999): “Patients do not present with five choices”. Bridgeman (1992, p271) makes a similar point with reference to engineers and chemists: they are seldom “confronted with five
numerical answers of which one, and only one, will be the correct solution”.

Back in the mid 1990s, Knight (1995, p13) pointed out that “what we choose to assess and how, shows quite starkly what we value”. Scouller (1998) argues that the use of selected-response questions can encourage students to take a surface approach to learning, although Kornell & Bjork (2007) found no support for the idea that students consider essay and short-answer tests to be more difficult than multiple-choice and so study harder for them. Roediger & Marsh (2005) and Marsh et al. (2007) found a diminished ‘testing effect’ when multiple-choice questions were used, attributed to the fact that the students were remembering the distractors rather than the correct answer.

The apparent contradictory results of investigations into the effectiveness of selected-response questions may be because the questions are not homogeneous (Simkin & Kuechler 2005). Different questions need different question types, with some questions (e.g. ‘Select the three equivalent expressions’) lending themselves particularly to a selected-response format. Burton (2005, p66) states that “It is likely that particular tests, and with them their formats and scoring methods, have sometimes been judged as unreliable simply because of flawed items and procedures.” Whatever question type is used, it is important that high-quality questions are written (Bull & McKenna 2000). For multiple-choice questions this means, for example, that all distractors should be equally plausible.

Even relatively simple multiple-choice questions can be used to create ‘moments of contingency’ (Dermo & Carpenter 2011) and Draper’s (2009) concept of catalytic assessment is based on the use of selected-response questions to trigger subsequent deep learning without direct teacher involvement. There are many ways in which the reliability and effectiveness of selected-response questions can be increased (Nicol 2007). Some of these techniques are discussed below.

Confidence-based marking and similar approaches

Various techniques have been used to compensate for the fact that students may guess the correct answers to multiple-choice questions. Simple negative marking (deducting marks or a percentage for incorrect answers) can be used, but care must be taken (Betts et al. 2009, Burton 2005).

Ventouras et al. (2010) constructed an examination using ‘paired’ multiple-choice questions on the same topic (but not obviously so to students), with a scoring rule which awarded a ‘bonus’ if they got both questions right. This gave results that were statistically indistinguishable from the results of an examination with constructed-response questions. McAllister & Guidice (2012) describe another approach, in which the options are combined for a number of questions, resulting in a much longer list (60 options for 50 questions in their case) and so a much lower probability of guessing the correct answer. However, in general, it may be difficult to find options that are equally plausible for a range of questions.

Bush (2001) describes a ‘liberal multiple-choice test’ in which students may select more than one answer to a question if they are uncertain of the correct one. Negative marking is used to penalise incorrect responses: 3 marks are awarded for each correct solution, 1 mark is deducted for each incorrect solution and the total is divided by 3. If the student knows the right answer to the question, he or she can get 1 i.e. 100% for that question. If a student is correct in thinking that the right answer is one of two options, he or she will get 3 i.e. 67% for that question, rather than an equal chance of getting either 0% or 100%. If the student is correct in thinking that the right answer is one of three options, he or she will get 2 i.e. 33% for that question, rather than having a 33% chance of getting 100% and a 67% chance of getting 0%. This approach is undoubtedly fairer, but some students found it confusing and concern has been expressed that it puts greater emphasis on tactics than on knowledge and understanding of the correct answer.

It has long been recognised (Ahlgren 1969) that the reliability of a test score can be increased by incorporating some sort of weighting for the appropriateness of a student’s confidence. Much work on ‘confidence-based’ (or ‘certainty-based’) marking has been done by Gardner-Medwin (2006), who notes that this approach does not favour the consistently confident or unconfident, but rather those who can correctly identify grounds for justification or reservation. Gardner-Medwin (2006) used the scale of marks and penalties shown in Table 1.

Rosewell (2011) required students to indicate their confidence before the multiple-choice options were revealed whilst Archer & Bates (2009) included a confidence indicator and also a free-text box into which students were required to give reasons for
each answer. Nix & Wyllie (2011) incorporated both a confidence indicator and a reflective log into a formative multiple-choice quiz, in an attempt to encourage students to regulate their own learning experience.

‘Clickers’

Electronic voting systems, also known as ‘audience response systems’, ‘student response systems’ and ‘clickers’ have been used in classrooms and lecture theatres since before 1970. Students enter their answer to a multiple-choice question into a handheld device of some sort and this relays information to their teacher or lecturer, who can then survey the understanding of the whole class and make appropriate adjustment to their teaching. Judson & Sawada’s (2002) historical review highlights the work of early pioneers like Boardman (1968) and Casanova (1971), who used a hard-wired system called an ‘Instructoscope’. The need for students to be able to enter their response in private was recognised from an early stage whilst Littauer (1972) provided the questions before class and noted students debating answers – an early indication of the type of approach later taken in Classtalk (Dufresne et al. 1996) and Peer Instruction (Mazur 1991). There is an extensive literature surrounding the use of clickers, with other reviews from Fies & Marshall (2006), Caldwell (2007), Simpson & Oliver (2007) and Kay & LeSage (2009). Online classrooms such as Blackboard Collaborate (Blackboard 2013) now enable similar voting to take place in a virtual environment.

Many authors (including Wieman 2010) attribute a profound positive effect on learning to the use of clickers, but Fies & Marshall (2006) call for more rigorous research whilst Beatty & Gerace (2009) argue that there are many different ways of using clickers and that these uses should not be lumped together. Peer discussion is found to be particularly effective, making a lecture more interactive and students more active participants in their own learning processes (Dufresne et al. 1996, Mazur 1991, Crouch & Mazur 2001, Lasryet al. 2008). ‘Dialogue around learning’ is one of Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick’s (2006) seven principles of good feedback practice and Nicol (2007) suggests that this can be achieved by initiating a class discussion of multiple-choice questions.

PeerWise

Nicol (2007) also points out that dialogue around learning can be achieved by having students work in small groups to construct multiple-choice questions or to comment on some aspect of tests that others have written. PeerWise (Denny et al. 2008b, PeerWise 2013) is a system developed in the Computer Science Department at the University of Auckland but now in use worldwide, in which students author their own multiple-choice questions as well as using and evaluating questions written by their peers. Luxton-Reilly & Denny (2010) describe the pedagogy behind PeerWise, which rests on the premise that students shift from being consumers of knowledge to become participants in a community, producing and sharing knowledge. Evaluation at Auckland has shown that students consistently engage with the PeerWise system more than they are required to do (Denny et al. 2008c), that their questions are of remarkably high quality (Purchase et al. 2010) and that there is significant correlation between PeerWise activity and performance in subsequent written (not just multiple choice) questions (Denny et al. 2008a). These findings have been replicated in the School of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Edinburgh (Bates et al. 2012, Bates & Galloway 2013) and the correlation between PeerWise activity and subsequent performance was found to hold for the weaker students in the group as well as the stronger ones.

CALM, CUE and PASS-IT: focus on breaking a question down into ‘Steps’

The CALM (Computer Aided Learning of Mathematics) Project started at Heriot-Watt University in 1985 (CALM 2001) and various computer-marked assessment systems have derived at least in part from CALM, including CUE, Interactive Past Papers, PASS-IT (Project on Assessment in Scotland – using Information Technology), i-assess and NUMBAS (Foster et al. 2012). Some of the systems have been used in high-stakes summative testing, but the focus has always been on supporting student learning (Ashton et al. 2006b). From the early days, constructed-response questions have been favoured, with hints provided to help students (Beever’s & Paterson 2003).

One of the signatures of the CALM family of assessment systems is the use of ‘Steps’, allowing a question to be broken into manageable steps for the benefit of students who are not able to proceed without this additional scaffolding (Beever’s & Paterson 2003, Ashton et al. 2006a). For the question shown in Figure 2a, a student could opt to work out the answer without intermediate assistance, and in summative use they would then be able to obtain full credit. Alternatively, they could click on ‘Steps’ at which point the question would be broken into separate steps as shown in Figure 2b. The student would then usually only be eligible for partial credit.

McGuire et al. (2002) compared the results for schoolchildren taking computer-marked tests in the CUE system with three different formats (no
Steps, compulsory Steps or optional Steps) and with
the partial credit they would have obtained by
taking the corresponding examinations on paper.
On this occasion no penalty was applied for the use
of Steps. The overall marks for tests without Steps
were lower than those in which Steps were
available and they were also lower than the marks
for the corresponding paper-based examinations.
McGuire et al. concluded that “this means that
without Steps the current marking schemes for
paper-based examinations cannot, at present, be
replicated by the current computer assessment
packages. The longer and more sophisticated the
question, the greater the problem.” They found no
evidence of a difference in marks between what
would be obtained from a paper-based examination
or from a corresponding computer examination
with Steps, whether optional or compulsory.
However, they commented that even if the marks
were similar “this does not mean that the
candidates have shown the same skills. In particular,
the use of Steps provides the candidate with the
strategy to do a question.”

Ashton et al. (2004) describe PASS-IT’s use of
summary reports on student performance. For
students, the ability to see how they are performing
can be a driver towards independent learning. The
analyses also feed into the cyclical question design
process so, for example, if students consistently
use STEPS in a particular question this may indicate
that they are having difficulty starting this question.
This may be due to a poorly designed question or it
may reveal a student misunderstanding.

The research and software developments from
PASS-IT are now fully integrated within the
SCHOLAR Programme. SCHOLAR (2013), which
deploys learning materials at Intermediate, Higher
and Advanced Higher to all Scottish secondary
schools, has formative assessment at its core.

OpenMark and Moodle:
focus on feedback

The OpenMark system at the UK Open University
was launched in 2005 following the success of
interactive questions delivered to students by CD-
ROM and the use of a precursor online system from
2002 (Jordan et al. 2003, Ross et al. 2006). The Open
University’s large student numbers mean that
investment in e-assessment is worthwhile; the fact
that students are studying at a distance means that
the provision of timely and targeted feedback is
particularly important.
A typical OpenMark question is shown in Figure 3, with the three screenshots representing a student’s three attempts at the question. The general principles encapsulated in this example are:

- an emphasis on feedback;
- an emphasis on interactivity (so multiple attempts are provided with an opportunity for students so act immediately on the feedback received);
- the breadth of interactions supported (so a range of question types is available with the aim of “using the full capabilities of modern multimedia computers to create engaging assessments”, Butcher 2008).

In addition, OpenMark assignments are designed to enable part-time students to complete them in their own time and in a manner that fits in with their everyday life. This means that they can be interrupted at any point and resumed later from the same location or from elsewhere on the internet (Butcher 2006, 2008).

Since 2002, interactive computer-marked assignments (iCMAs) have been introduced onto a range of Open University modules. In the year to August 2012, more than 630,000 iCMAs were served for 60 separate modules (Butcher et al. 2013), with around a quarter of these being part of the module’s formal assessment strategy (i.e. either summative or thresholded). In summative use, the credit awarded for a question reduces after each unsuccessful attempt. Appropriate credit and feedback can also be given for partially correct responses.

The Open University’s Science Faculty was the first to embrace the use of OpenMark interactive computer-marked assignments (iCMAs) so the importance of answer-matching for correct units and precision in numerical answers was quickly realised (Ross et al. 2003). The need to provide appropriate targeted feedback on these points has been recognised as important so that a student appreciates the nature of their error. This feedback is usually given after a student’s first attempt, even where most feedback is reserved for the second or third attempts. Jordan (2011 and 2012b) points out that altering the feedback provided on a question can sometimes have a significant impact on the way students react to the question. The use of statistical tools (Jordan et al. 2012) and the analysis of individual student responses (Jordan 2007) have led to improvements to the questions as well as giving insight into student misconceptions.

Figure 3 An OpenMark question showing feedback on repeated attempts at a question

OpenMark’s emphasis on the provision of a range of question types and on multiple tries with feedback influenced the development of Moodle’s assessment system (Butcher 2008), and the Moodle authoring templates now allow for the provision of detailed targeted feedback for all Moodle question types, with a potential for the amount of feedback to be increased after successive student attempts. Hunt (2012) identifies question type (e.g. ‘numerical’ or ‘drag-and-drop’) and question behaviour (e.g. whether the question is to be run in ‘interactive mode’ with instantaneous feedback and multiple tries or in ‘deferred mode’ with just one attempt permitted and no feedback until the student’s answers have been submitted) as separate concepts, and the combination of a question type and a question behaviour to generate an assessment item is a unique feature of Moodle.

Computer algebra-based systems (including STACK)

When free-text mathematical expressions are to be assessed, there are three ways in which a student’s response can be checked. The original CALM assessment system evaluated the expression for particular numerical values. This is a reasonable approach, but is likely to lead to some incorrect responses being marked as correct (note, for example, that \(2x\) and \(x^2\) both have a value of 4 when \(x = 2\)). OpenMark uses string-matching. This has worked effectively (for example giving the targeted feedback shown in Figure 3 for the student answer given) but relies on the question-setter thinking of all the equivalent answers that should be marked as correct and all the equivalent incorrect answers that should generate the same targeted feedback.

Since 1995, a number of computer-marked assessment systems have made use of a mainstream computer algebra system (CAS) to check student responses (Sangwin 2013). For example AIM uses the computer algebra system Maple (Strickland 2002), CABLE uses Axiom (Naismith & Sangwin 2004), whilst STACK (System for Teaching and Assessment using a Computer Algebra Kernel) chose the open source computer algebra system Maxima (Sangwin 2013).

STACK was first released in 2004 as a stand-alone system but since 2012 it has been available as a Moodle question type (Butcher et al. 2013). Aspects considered important by the Moodle system developers, in particular the provision of feedback and the monitoring of student answers, are also important in STACK. Behind the scenes, STACK employs a ‘potential response tree’ to enable tailored feedback to be provided in response to common errors. A focus group at Aalto University, Finland considered the immediate feedback to be the best feature of STACK (Sangwin 2013) and Sangwin (p104) expresses his surprise that “not all systems which make use of a CAS enable the teacher to encode feedback”.

The question shown in Figure 4 illustrates some of STACK’s sophisticated features, described in more detail by Sangwin:

![Figure 4](https://example.com/stack_question.png)

**Figure 4** A correctly answered STACK question
Variants of questions. Since all calculations are performed by the computer algebra system, variables can be assigned in such a way that many different variants of a question can be authored for minimal effort. So, in the example shown, variants might require students to differentiate any function that is a product of two other functions. However, best practice is to check and deploy only selected variants of similar difficulty.

Author choice. The question author can decide, for example, whether to accept implicit multiplication and whether to insert a dot or cross to indicate where multiplication has been assumed. The author can also choose whether to accept all algebraically equivalent answers. This has been done in the example shown in Figure 4, but in answer to the question ‘Simplify \( u^3u^5 \)’ an answer of \( u^3u^5 \) would not be acceptable.

Validation is separated from assessment. The answer that has been input by the student using keyboard functions has been displayed as the system has ‘understood’ it, and its syntactic validity has been checked before marking. This also gives the opportunity for answers that are trying to trick the computer algebra system, in this case answers containing the command ‘Diff’, which tells the computer algebra system to differentiate the original function, to be rejected.

Short answer questions and essays

Alongside the use of computer algebra systems for more sophisticated mathematical questions, the introduction of software for marking short-answer questions has extended the range of constructed response questions that can be used. ‘Short-answer’ is usually taken to mean questions requiring answers of a sentence or two in length and, following evaluation, Jordan (2012b) restricts the length to no more than 20 words, partly to give an indication to students of what is required and partly to discourage responses that include both correct and incorrect aspects. Mitchell et al. (2002) first recognised the incorrect qualification of a correct answer as a potentially serious problem for the automatic marking of short-answer questions.

Software for marking short-answer questions includes C-rater (Leacock & Chodorow 2003) and systems developed by Intelligent Assessment Technologies (IAT) (Mitchell et al. 2002, Jordan & Mitchell 2009) and by Sukkarieh et al. (2003, 2004). These systems, reviewed by Siddiqi & Harrison (2008), are all based to some extent on computational linguistics. For example, the IAT software draws on the natural language processing (NLP) techniques of information extraction and compares templates based around the verb and subject of model answers with each student response. However, IAT provide an authoring tool that can be used by a question author with no knowledge of NLP. In contrast OpenMark’s PMatch (Butcher & Jordan 2010, Jordan 2012a) and the Moodle Pattern Match question type are simpler pattern matching systems, based on the matching of keywords and their synonyms, sometimes in a particular order and/or separated by no more than a certain number of other words, and with consideration paid to the presence or absence of negation (as shown in Figure 5). A dictionary-based spell checker notifies students if their response contains a word that is not recognised, but the standard string-matching techniques of allowing missing or transposed letters remains useful, to cope with situations where a student accidentally

![Figure 5 A correctly answered PMatch question](image-url)
uses a word that is slightly different from the intended one (e.g. ‘decease’ instead of ‘decrease’).
For most of the systems, the fact that real student responses are used in developing answer-matching is regarded as being of crucial significance.

IAT and PMatch answer matching at the Open University (Jordan & Mitchell 2009, Butcher & Jordan 2010) was used within OpenMark whilst Pattern Match is a Moodle Question type so, as with the STACK question type, instantaneous and tailored feedback is considered very important. Jordan (2012b) has conducted a detailed evaluation of student engagement with short-answer free-text questions and the feedback provided.

Good marking accuracy has been obtained, always comparable or better than the marking of human markers (Butcher & Jordan 2010, Jordan 2012a), but yet questions of this type remain under-used. Jordan (2012a) identifies the need to collect and mark several hundred student responses and the time taken to develop answer matching as significant barriers to wider uptake. She suggests that research should be focused on the use of machine learning for the development of answer-matching rules and on an investigation into the extent to which students from different universities give the same answers to questions of this type; if their answers are similar then there is the potential to share questions.

Automated systems for the marking of essays are characteristically different from those used to mark short-answer questions, because with essay-marking systems the focus is frequently on the writing style, and the required content can be less tightly constrained than is the case for shorter answers. Many systems exist for the automatic marking of essays, for example E-rater (Attali & Burstein 2006) and Intelligent Essay Assessor (Landauer 2003), with reviews by Valenti et al. (2003), Dikli (2006) and Vojak et al. (2011). Further systems are under development and some, for example OpenEssayist (Van Labeke et al. 2013), put the focus on the provision of feedback to help students to develop their essay-writing skills. Systems that use simple proxies for writing style have been criticised, for example by Perelman (2008) who trained three students to obtain good marks for a computer-marked essay by such tricks as using long words and including a famous quotation (however irrelevant) in the essay’s conclusion. Condon (2013) contends that until computers can make a meaningful assessment of writing style, they should not be used.

**Using questions effectively**

According to Hunt (2012) a computer-marked assessment system comprises three parts:

- a question engine that presents each question to the student, grades their response and delivers appropriate feedback on that question;
- a question bank;
- a test system that combines individual items into a complete test (possibly with feedback at the test level).

Thus, in addition to considering question types, it is necessary to consider the way in which they are combined.

The selection of questions from a question bank or the use of multiple variants of each question can provide additional opportunities for practice (Sangwin 2013) and discourage plagiarism (Jordan 2011). However, especially in summative use, it is necessary to select questions that assess the same learning outcome and are of equivalent difficulty (Dermo 2010, Jordan et al. 2012). Dermo (2009) found a concern among students that the random selection of items was unfair.

Feedback can be given to students at the level of the quiz or test. For example, Jordan (2011) describes a diagnostic quiz in which a traffic light system is used to indicate students’ preparedness in a number of different skill areas, with ‘red’ meaning ‘you are not ready’, ‘green’ meaning ‘you appear to have the requisite skills’ and ‘amber’ meaning ‘take care’.

Adaptive assessments (frequently described as ‘computer adaptive tests’) use a student’s responses to previous questions to make a judgement about his or her ability, and so to present subsequent questions that are deemed to be at an appropriate level (Crisp 2007). Lilley et al. (2004) found that students were not disadvantaged by a computer adaptive test and that they appreciated not having to answer questions that they considered too simple. Questions for computer adaptive tests are usually selected from a question bank and statistical tools are used to assign levels of difficulty (Gershon 2005), thus most systems become complicated and rely on large calibrated question banks. Pyper & Lilley (2010) describe a simpler ‘flexilevel’ system which applies fixed branching techniques to select the next item to present to a student at each stage.

Another use of adaptive testing is to create a ‘maze’ in which questions are asked that depend on a student’s answer to the previous question, without necessarily attributing ‘correctness’ or otherwise. Wyllie & Waights (2010) developed a clinical decision-making maze to simulate the decisions that have to be taken, based on various sources of information, in deciding how to treat an elderly patient with a leg ulcer. This type of maze offers
one way in which the authenticity of computer-marked assessments might be increased.

The CALM Team at Heriot-Watt University has sought to integrate assessment with simulations (Ashton & Thomas 2006), for example using a split screen with simulated practical work on one side and a question on the other (Thomas & Milligan 2003), with the aim of providing rich interactivity and assessing students “as they learn, in the environment in which they learn” (Ashton et al. 2006b, p125).

In another attempt to align teaching and assessment, many textbooks are accompanied by question banks, with one of the best known products being Pearson's 'Mastering' series, such as MasteringPhysics® (Pearson 2013). Despite the fact that such questions are often described as ‘homework’, teachers retain the choice of how to employ them, and Pearson's tools for analysing student responses have led the way in their provision of information about student misunderstandings. For example, Walet & Birch (2012) use a model of 'just in time' teaching in which a lecture sets the scene then students do self-study prior to an online quiz. The results of the quiz inform the content of classes a few hours later. Walet & Birch use MasteringPhysics® but found that questions in 'Homework mode' (with no tips and hints) were not well received by their students, so they now use 'Tutorial mode' (with tips and hints) and have added feedback where necessary.

E-assessment beyond quizzes

Technology can be used to support assessment and the delivery of feedback in myriad other ways. Assignments can be submitted, human-marked and returned online; Hepplestone et al. (2011) review work in this area and describe a system which releases feedback to students but stalls the release of grades to them until they have reflected on the feedback received. This approach significantly enhanced students' engagement with the feedback (Parkin et al. 2012). Similarly positive results have been reported for the use of audio feedback (Lunt & Curran 2010, McGarvey & Haxton 2011) and screencasting (Haxton & McGarvey 2011, O'Malley 2011).

The use of PeerWise for student authoring and review of questions was discussed earlier, but peer assessment more generally refers to the assessing of students' work by their peers. This can give students additional feedback for minimum staff resource, but Honeychurch et al. (2013) point out that the real value of peer assessment "resides not in the feedback (the product) but in the process of creating the feedback". Technology can be used to support peer assessment, making it available to large class sizes and in online environments (Luxton-Reilly 2009, Honeychurch et al. 2013). Technologies such as e-portfolios, blogs, wikis and forums can be used to encourage student engagement, collaboration and reflection (Bennett et al. 2012). E-portfolios ('electronic portfolios') such as Pebblepad (2013) are widely used to enable students to record and reflect on their learning and to store evidence of achievement, usually across a range of modules. This enables the assessment of skills that are otherwise difficult to assess and encourages a reflective approach to learning, with students having responsibility for what they include and so being able to focus on the positive (Jafari & Kaufman 2006, Madden 2007). Teachers can access the e-portfolios of their students for the purposes of assessment and feedback and Molyneaux et al. (2009) describe a project in which an e-portfolio was jointly managed by a group of students. Portfolios are frequently associated with the enhancement of student employability (Halstead & Sutherland 2006).

Sim & Hew (2010) recognise the potential of blogs as a natural partner to e-portfolios, enabling students to share their experiences and reflection. Churchill (2009) encouraged students to engage in a blogging activity by requiring participation as part of the course assessment. The activity was well received, with just over half of the students reporting that they would continue with the blog even if not assessed.

Caple & Bogle (2013) are enthusiastic about the usefulness of wikis in assessing collaborative projects. Wiki pages can be modified by any member of the group, but their particular advantage for assessment is that each modification is recorded and attributed to a specific user. This means that the work of the group can be assessed but also the work of each individual. Online forums are also useful tools for collaboration, but Conole & Warburton (2005) recognise the difficulty in 'measuring' different interactions on a forum. Software tools may be of assistance (e.g. Shaul 2007), though human markers will still be required to assess the quality of a student's contribution.

E-assessment: what is the future?

On the basis of the e-assessment literature reviewed here and related educational and technological developments, it is possible to make predictions for the future of e-assessment and to discuss potential pitfalls.
**Massive online learning**

In summer 2013, Cathy Sandeen wrote in a special edition of the *Journal of Research & Practice in Assessment* that “MOOCs [Massive Open Online Courses] have focused our attention and have fostered much excitement, experimentation, discussion and debate like nothing I have seen in higher education” (Sandeen 2013, p11). Whatever the future of MOOCs, a beneficial side effect is that they are forcing the assessment community to consider appropriate methodologies for assessing huge student numbers and for assessing informal and online learning for the future.

MOOCs were originally offered at no cost to students and on a no credit basis. At this level, Masters’ (2011) assertion that “In a MOOC, assessment does not drive learning; learners’ own goals drive learning” is reasonable. However, most MOOCs issue ‘badges’ of some sort, based on a certain level of engagement or attainment and if attainment is to be measured then assessment of some sort is required. Additionally, formative assessment offers the possibility to engage and motivate students and to provide them with feedback, all of which factors might act to improve the currently abysmal completion rates of most MOOCs.

Learning from MOOCs can be most easily assessed by computer-marked assessment and collaborative and peer assessment operating in an entirely online environment. Questions for computer-marked assessment need to be delivered at low cost and quickly and there is a danger that this will lead to poor quality assessment. To avoid this, MOOC systems need to provide a variety of question types, with the potential for instantaneous meaningful feedback and for students to attempt the question several times. It is also important that different students receive a different set of questions, so question banks or multiple variants of questions are required. Finally, after providing high quality tools, attention should be paid to ensuring that MOOC authors are trained to write high quality questions. Teachers should not be “neglected learners” (Sangwin & Grove 2006).

**Learning analytics and assessment analytics**

Learning analytics can be defined as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs” (Ferguson 2012, p305) and Redecker et al. (2012) suggest that we should “move beyond the testing paradigm” and start employing learning analytics in assessment. Data collected from student interaction in an online environment offers the possibility to assess students on their actual interactions rather than adding assessment as a separate event. Clow (2012) points out that learning analytics systems can provide assessment-like feedback even in informal settings.

At a broader level, learning analytics can inform teachers about the learning of a cohort of students and Ellis (2013) calls for ‘assessment analytics’ (the analysis of assessment data), pointing out that assessment is ubiquitous in higher education whilst student interactions in other online learning environments (in particular social media) are not. The potential for work of this type is illustrated by Jordan (2013), who has analysed student behaviour on computer-marked assignments, uncovering specific student misunderstandings but also revealing more about the drivers for deep engagement. She also found significantly different patterns of use by two cohorts of students, on assignments known to be equivalent, and was able to link the different patterns of use to differences between the two populations of students and their workload.

**Blurring of the boundaries between teaching, assessment and learning**

If, as suggested by the papers reviewed earlier, we use learning analytics as assessment and we use assessment analytics to learn more about learning, the boundaries between assessment and learning become blurred. Similarly, more sophisticated expert systems should be able to deliver better adaptive tests, offering the potential for formative and diagnostic (and perhaps summative) assessment that is personalised to the level of each student, and so better able to support their learning.

The online delivery of teaching, perhaps on mobile devices, enables smooth progression from teaching resources to assessment and back again. Questions can be asked at the most appropriate point in the teaching, and attempted wherever and whenever the student is doing their studying. An assignment will not always be a separate entity. This is a familiar concept from in-text questions in textbooks, but now the questions can be interactive. A range of teaching resources can easily be accessed to help the student answer the question, but any ‘model answer’ can remain hidden until they have submitted their response.

**Appropriate but not inappropriate use of a computer**

Speaking at the eSTEeM (2013) Annual Conference in 2013, Phil Butcher reviewed the use of computer-marked assessment at the Open University and then said “Now what? Might I suggest starting to
use the computer as a computer?" He was referring specifically to the introduction of a STACK question type into Moodle (Butcher et al. 2013). However, there are other recent examples of work being explicitly and authentically marked by a computer, for example ‘Coderunner’ (Lobb 2013), used to assess computer programming skills by actually running the code that the student has written. In addition to using a computer to compute and evaluate in the assessment itself, it should be possible to harness technology to improve the quality of our questions, for example by using machine learning to develop answer-matching rules from marked student responses to short-answer free-text questions (Jordan 2012a).

However, computers should be used only when it is appropriate to do so and sometimes a hybrid approach is more effective. Sail-M (Semi-automatic analysis of individual Learning processes in Mathematics) automatically monitors student interactions and then, if necessary, passes these to a tutor who supplied detailed feedback (Herding & Schroeder 2012). Butcher & Jordan (2010) suggest that short-answer responses that the computer does not ‘recognise’ might be passed to a human marker. At present, there remain some assessed tasks (e.g. experimental reports, essays, proofs) that present considerable challenges for machine marking. It is reasonable to use essay-marking software for formative purposes, but questions have been raised about its widespread summative use and, as recognised by McGuire et al. (2002) more than 10 years ago, we must not fool ourselves that systems that break problems into steps are assessing all the skills involved in problem solving. In summary, we should use computers to do what they do best, relieving human markers of some of the drudgery of marking and freeing up time for them to assess what they and only they can assess with authenticity.
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